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Executive Summary

The Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc. (NPCC) is responsible for promoting and enhancing the
reliability of the international, interconnected Bulk Power System in Northeastern North America.
As Distributed Energy Resources (DER), installed on the distribution system, continue to replace
traditional industry generation resources, this transformation will impact the reliability and resilience of
the Bulk Electric System (BES). Historically, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
Reliability Standards have not been applicable to equipment on distribution systems unless such
equipment has a direct impact on the reliable operation 1 of the BES such as UFLS. However, as
penetration of DER increases, planning and operating assessments used to assure “Reliable Operation”
of the BES will need to accurately represent how DER interacts with the BES.
Development of this document was initiated by the NPCC Board of Directors to develop Regional
guidance for voluntary use by NPCC Members and stakeholders. The guidance provided herein identifies
reliability risks 2 to the BES and suggests high level regional approaches NPCC Members could consider to
reliably implement DER. Specifically, integration, capability, and operations issues which should be
considered during process modification and development in their Area to maintain and continue to
achieve reliable operation of the BES within NPCC.
This initial guidance does not consider specific rooftop solar or individual installations of wind turbines
or other localized behind the revenue meter DER, although there is a process described in this
document which allows entities to identify concerns regarding impacts to NPCC so they can be
acknowledged and addressed in future versions of this document. NPCC Staff has developed this
guidance in conjunction with NPCC Member input through the NPCC open comment process to highlight
the importance of interconnection requirements at the distribution level. This document identifies
opportunities for DER related process improvement and addressing potential reliability risks due to gaps
that may exist, in order to promote good utility interconnection practices necessary for the reliability of
the NPCC Region as a whole. In addition, during the development of this document, a review of existing
DER related documents was performed and NPCC is working with the NY Interconnection Technical
Working Group as well as the Joint Utilities group of NY to align processes where possible.
DER for the purpose of this guidance means any non-BES real or reactive resource (generating unit,
multiple generating units at a single location, distributed generation, battery storage, etc.) located

Reliable Operation is defined in 16 U.S. Code § 824o and means “operating the elements of the bulk-power
system within equipment and electric system thermal, voltage, and stability limits so that instability, uncontrolled
separation, or cascading failures of such system will not occur as a result of a sudden disturbance, including a
cybersecurity incident, or unanticipated failure of system elements.”
2
An example of a reliability risk not addressed is remote dispatch of DER. A significant challenge that has been
found by some NPCC members is that DER Operators can be anywhere in the world and that as a result,
communications can be significantly delayed, leading to reliability risks. This includes time zone challenges and
language challenges,
1
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within the boundary of any distribution utility but not behind revenue metering, unless specifically
indicated.
Detailed guidance provided by some NPCC Members is included in this guidance document for the
benefit of Areas where DER interconnections have not yet progressed to high enough levels to warrant
action in their Area. Since DER is a growing technology trend, all NPCC Members will benefit from seeing
details on reliable DER integration which have been applied elsewhere. Their presence in this document
does not indicate application within NPCC as a whole. Also it is important to note that specific NPCC
Area or Utility requirements at the local level will supersede any suggested approaches in this
document.
NPCC, at this time, is not creating new Criteria or Standards through this Version 1 document. The intent
is purely informational and the document will need continual revisions as NERC and other groups
develop their guidance documents to achieve continued alignment.

Introduction and Objective

As DERs continue to penetrate the electric system at the “grid edge” or distribution system, and replace
conventional transmission grid connected resources, there is an increasing reliability related need to
understand and influence the effect of these DER resources on the BES. It is important to understand
how DERs are interconnected, planned, operated and how they interact with the transmission system.
Reliably and securely integrating DER into the electric system requires a comprehensive approach
utilizing perspectives from areas, such as, DER design, modeling, planning, relay coordination, and
especially requires consideration of jurisdictional issues and the importance of Members working with
their respective national, state, and provincial regulatory authorities to help them understand the
consequences of and formulation of effective DER interconnection requirements. While there may be
some broad universal guidelines, the details of effective DER interconnection requirements should be
reconciled with the nature of the system within which the interconnection is taking place. Appendix B
of this document provides a comparison of NPCC’s Area requirements, at the time of this Version 1
writing, to help identify opportunities for guidance.
Many, if not most, of the contemporary DERs are theoretically capable of bringing a number of
enhancements to reliability, provided that there are sufficient design specifications and interconnection
requirements to implement the enhancements. As an example, inverters, which convert direct current
to alternating current, have microprocessor based control systems. These microprocessors operate with
a very high internal clock speeds (on the order of MHz) and are capable of fine resolution frequency
measurement. They are capable of electronically controlling the upward ramping of DER output and
downwards ramping of DER output. Additionally settings in the DER inverters are capable of ceasing the
injection of current into the electric system at very high speeds depending on control decisions.
Inverters are capable of remaining physically connected (breaker closed) and not injecting current well
in excess of normal 3-5 cycle breaker clearing times. This type of response can provide significant
reliability benefits if control systems are properly configured to reliably implement it. Additionally, for
4

upward ramping, the distribution level connected resource should be available and operate with
“headroom.” In order to realize the benefits which DER are capable of to enhance reliability, it is
important to understand the hosting capacity of the distribution system feeders where they are being
located and the DER’s expected capabilities, capacity, and operation. In addition to improving system
response, DER in certain circumstances may enhance Resilience 3 by decentralizing generation and
affording flexibility during restoration beyond that of normal system restoration plans but initially will
also complicate system restoration plans 4. Many utilities across North America are not including any
DER in their system restoration to their variability and leaving them disconnected until such time as the
system has been restored to a stable state. As DER penetration continues to increase and fossil fuel
units retire it will create a need to revisit system restoration and Blackstart.
While DER present opportunities to enhance reliability, they also introduce challenges at the
transmission/distribution interface. Interoperability with the transmission system is not solely
determined at the point of interconnection. System needs such as visibility of generation state is
essential for transmission operators to maintain situational awareness for operations purposes, for
forecasting and integrated system planning to ensure reliability is maintained. Presently there are no
study tools in general use to perform fully integrated studies of transmission and distribution which
would allow both systems to be modeled and studied (in steady state and dynamically) together,
although work is underway in this regard.
In recognition of both benefits and challenges, the approach taken with this first Version of the NPCC
DER guidance document was to collect interconnection requirements within the NPCC Region as well as
in other areas of the NERC Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) Enterprise. There are some specific
issues where opportunity exists to ensure better coordination across the NPCC Region. The intent of
this document is to identify risks and establish guidance, where possible, for interconnection of DER and
raise awareness of opportunities. NPCC hopes to leverage any existing Area or distribution owner
requirements in the Region. This is a first step to developing a NPCC Region-wide approach to
interconnecting DER to distribution systems and reliably operating DER in conjunction with the BES. It is
recognized that DERs may not be placed optimally and in areas where deliverability to load may not be
ideal. In this respect any specific recommendations in this document will be subject to the requirements
of the interconnecting distribution utility.
Presently there are no study tools in general use that allow utilities to perform fully integrated and
simultaneous system studies of both the transmission and distribution systems, although work is
underway in this regard. This is a current reliablity risk that is not adressed in this guidance document 5.
Resilience as used in the guideline is referring to the 2018 NERC RISC Resilience Report
Another example of a reliability risk not addressed is use of DER in system restoration. Specific issue as once
voltage presence and frequency are returned, DERs will resync to the Grid without contact to the Control Center.
Trying to maintain that balance of Generation and load during restoration path execution without integrating DER
into the restoration Plan is challenging.
5
NERC appears to currently suggest that studies modeling a few details at the T-D interface is sufficient. NPCC is
considering proposing that more detailed and coordinated studies between transmission and distribution are
needed.
3
4
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NPCC Reliability Principles

Using its membership structure and governance authority to create and apply Regional Criteria 6, NPCC
Member adherence to Regional criteria contributes to a more robust level of reliability beyond NERC
ERO reliability “results-based” standards / requirements. For example, NPCC Criteria mandate specific
design requirements for NPCC Member facilities. NPCC‘s approach to reliability and Resilience can be
summarized in Principles that guide NPCC Members in their effort to meet or exceed NERC
requirements. NPCC’s core Reliability Principles 7 and activities support the NERC Bulk Electric System
and NPCC’s Bulk Power System reliability.
The NPCC Reliability Principles include:
1. Focus on the most important system components: In order to focus resources to those portions
of the power delivery system most important (critical) to overall reliability, NPCC Members
employ mechanism(s) for identifying those facilities that are most critical to the reliable
planning and operation of the power delivery assets in the NPCC region 8. These critical facilities
collectively are identified as the NPCC Bulk Power System 9,10.
2. Application of Criteria beyond NERC requirements to identified critical facilities: Where, in the
opinion of NPCC’s Membership, the NERC standards do not adequately specify a necessary
performance or design outcome in a given technical, operation or planning area, NPCC Criteria
govern the design of their respective portions of the NPCC Bulk Power System planning and
operation 11 activities.
3. NPCC Members support the Criteria: NPCC’s Full Members in accordance with the NPCC Bylaws
are committed to designing and operating their systems to meet the NPCC Criteria under peer
review of the NPCC Full Members.
4. No conflict with NERC Requirements: The NPCC Criteria supplement, improve upon where
necessary, benefit, and do not conflict with or duplicate the results-based performance
See NERC Rule of Procedure #313 on page 15 of the NERC Rules of Procedure 3-9-2018.
The Reliability Principles were summarized in the NPCC 2018 Strategic Review Report.
8
The method of identifying critical facilities is currently embodied in the NPCC A-10 Classification of bulk power
system Elements document, currently under review by the CP-11 Working Group with a due date of October 31,
2018.
9
The NPCC bulk power system is identified by a specific list of facilities in the NPCC region deemed critical by the
NPCC A-10 classification process. This list is not determined based on the definition of the ERO bulk power system,
which is defined in the US 2005 EPACT as:
‘‘(A) facilities and control systems necessary for operating an interconnected electric energy transmission network
(or any portion thereof); and
‘‘(B) electric energy from generation facilities needed to maintain transmission system reliability.
The term does not include facilities used in the local distribution of electric energy.
10
There are other documents which supplement the Directories, for instance the NPCC Compliance Guidance
Statements. These documents usually refer to NERC standards applicability and can be found here: NPCC CGS
11
NERC Rule of Procedure #313 (page 15) permits the following: “Regional Entities may develop Regional Criteria
that are necessary to implement, to augment, or to comply with NERC Reliability Standards, but which are not
Reliability Standards. Regional Criteria may also address issues not within the scope of Reliability Standards, such
as resource adequacy. “
6
7
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requirements of NERC standards where they apply to the NPCC Bulk Power System. NPCC
adjusts its regional Criteria to retire or adapt to any new NERC requirements as they come into
effect as necessary.
5. Include design specifications where needed: The NPCC Criteria and related guidelines and
procedures provide design criteria and practices to assure implementation. NPCC Directories go
into greater detail regarding how to accomplish a given reliability result, where NERC standards
may simply require a “reliability result.”
6. Resilience has always been an element of NPCC Criteria: Based on experience, resilience 12 13 is
a necessary constituent component of reliability and it is important both to electricity
consumers and regulatory authorities in NPCC’s Region. NPCC Criteria provide substantial
resilience benefits to the NPCC Bulk Power System by providing:
a. Robustness – The ability to withstand disturbances by supporting operations in a more
secure state.
b. Resourcefulness – The ability to detect and manage a crisis as it unfolds.
c. Rapid recovery – The ability to get services back as quickly as possible in a coordinated
and controlled manner.
d. Adaptability – The ability to absorb new lessons from events.

Reference NERC’s recent filing with FERC regarding Resilience for a more complete discussion of the relationship
between resilience, the NERC standards and the NAICS Resilience Framework. FERC is expected to define resilience
in the course of its current examination of electric system resilience concepts.
13
In the US, Presidential Policy Directive – 21 defines resilience as “The ability to prepare for and adapt to changing
conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions. Resilience includes the ability to withstand and
recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents”.
12
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NERC RISC Model of Resilience

NPCC Criteria serve to
establish a superior preevent starting point,
make the trough less
severe and the recovery
faster

Also recognize the critical role that DER will have with respect to reliability and Resilience of the Bulk
Electric System. Specifically, DER can contribute to the overall robustness of the system and provide
increased resource support within islands during system separations. As DER continues to penetrate the
system, changes to NPCC’s Underfrequency Load Shedding program may be required.

NPCC DER Impact Reporting

In order to ensure the reliability and Resilience of the interconnected BES in Northeastern North
America as DER continues to proliferate throughout the distribution systems within the NPCC Region, it
is important to have a centralized DER impact reporting mechanism. The NPCC Regional Standard
Committee (RSC) created an impact reporting form and process that allows entities to report DER
impacts and to seek guidance regarding emerging issues and reliability risks that affect or could affect
the reliable performance of the BES see Appendix A. The Word version of the below form resides on the
NPCC website at:
BES Impact Reporting Form

8

Impact reporting and its associated process provide an orderly mechanism for NPCC to review reliability
impacts submitted and will initiate a collaborative review by the Reliability Coordinating Committee and
Regional Standards Committee. The process is shown below.

DER BES Impact Considerations

NPCC’s Regional Standards Committee (RSC) and Task Forces (i.e. Task Force on System Studies and
impacts on UFLS) reviews of DER as it pertains to the NPCC Region’s BES performance have identified a
number of areas which, going forward, may warrant further and continual monitoring and analysis.
NPCC has identified the following items that should be carefully considered as DER levels (total MWs)
increase.
•

DER performance with respect to voltage and frequency ride through as well as the ability to
provide regulation and reserves
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•
•
•
•
•
•

DER availability and quality of forecasting.
Observability and situational awareness of DER
DER impacts on Underfrequency Load Shed programs.
Effects of harmonics produced by non-linear device based DERs (e.g. inverters) on the power
system.
Impacts of DER on System Restoration and Black Start Plans.
DER Markets: Encouraging identification of Points of Common Coupling transmission nodes
affected and injection to where DER is best utilized and the appropriate DER output levels. Some
Areas currently allow aggregation across a broad area while others require aggregation to
specify at which transmission node the aggregated injection will occur.

NPCC Interconnection Guidance

This document and any detailed specifications which follow, are intended to be examples of
interconnection guidance and do not constitute a Regional Criteria which can only be implemented (if at
all) through NPCC Directories. There are numerous efforts underway in many forums and regulatory
bodies that are expected to create new, more specific guidance 14. The level of detail and specificity
provided is intended to be used as guidance for any NPCC Member Area which may not have yet seen
the need to establish detailed operating parameters. Some Members of NPCC have already established
detailed DER requirements, even in advance of upcoming applicable industry standards due to the rate
of penetration of DER in their Area. NPCC Members considering improving or adding to their respective
DER guidance are encouraged to reach out directly to other members which may have already
addressed DER related reliability risk issues.
As general considerations, the DER owner should be encouraged to provide appropriate protection and
control equipment, including a protective device and communications system that utilizes an automatic
disconnecting device which will disconnect the generation under various conditions (for example, in the
event that the portion of the utility system that serves the generator is de-energized for any reason, or
for a fault in the generator-owner’s system). There is also the possibility of over generation as has been
demonstrated in CA, when the system operator runs out of load to absorb the available generation.
Operating procedures for selecting which generation to curtail should be in place therefore System
Operator visibility is necessary. In lieu of visibility and operating procedures, some areas of the country
are planning to use market mechanisms to address this issue. The DER owner’s protection and control
equipment also should be capable of automatically disconnecting the generation from the system to
which it is connected upon detection of a utility system fault.
The DER owner’s protection and control scheme should be designed to ensure that the generation
remains in operation when the frequency and voltage of the utility system is within the limits specified

At the time of this guidance document development, these include but are not limited to: NERC (e.g. SPIDER
WG, IRPTF, Events Analysis, Modelling and Standards process), IEEE (IEEE 1547, P2800), and various state initiatives
such as the New York ITWG, Other Regional initiatives.

14
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by the interconnecting utility and its required operating ranges. Upon request from the interconnecting
utility, the DER owner should be prepared to provide documentation detailing conformance with the
guidance set forth in the connecting utility requirements.
The specified size of the generation facility or energy storage system should be based on electrical
generator or inverter AC nameplate ratings. The specific design of the protection, control, and
grounding schemes will depend on the size and characteristics of the DER owner’s generation, as well
the DER owner’s expected load level. Dynamic protection systems may be needed based the
characteristics of the particular portion of the utility’s system where the DER owner is interconnecting.
The DER owner should have, as a minimum, an automatic disconnect device(s) sized to meet all
applicable local, state, and federal codes and operated by over and under voltage and over and under
frequency protection. For three-phase installations, the over and under voltage function should be
included for each phase and the over and under frequency protection on at least one phase. All phases
of a generator or inverter interface should disconnect for appropriate voltage or frequency trip
conditions sensed by the protective devices. Voltage protection should be wired phase to ground for
single phase installations and for applications using wye grounded-wye grounded service transformers.
The settings referenced herein are generally intended for single-phase and three-phase applications
using wye grounded- wye grounded service transformers or wye grounded-wye grounded isolation
transformers. For applications using other transformer connections, a site-specific review should be
performed by the utility and the revised settings identified in the DER Application Process 15.
The guidance set forth in this document are intended to be consistent with those specifications
contained in the most current version of IEEE Standard 1547, Standard for Interconnecting Distributed
Resources with Electric Power Systems. It is recommended that the requirements in IEEE 1547 above
and beyond those contained in this document or the interconnecting utility requirements, are to be
followed including any other Standards referenced to in IEEE Std. 1547.

Voltage Response

Operating range for the generators is generally intended to be from 0.88 to 1.10 per unit of nominal
voltage magnitude. In addition, the generator should not cause the system voltage, at the Point of
Common Coupling (PCC), to deviate from a range of 0.95 to 1.05 per unit of the utility system voltage.
Historically for excursions outside these limits the protective device generally automatically initiates a
disconnect sequence from the utility system as detailed in the most current version of IEEE Std. 1547.
Clearing time is defined as the time the range is initially exceeded until the DER owner’s equipment
ceases to energize the PCC and includes detection and intentional time delay. Other static or dynamic
voltage functionalities may be permitted as agreed upon by the utility and DER owner. The industry is

At this time there has not been an assessment of potential change in sensitivity (increase or decrease) to the
effects of GMD from the presence of high DER penetration. This is a potential reliability risk to be evaluated in the
future.

15
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now in the process of changing this approach to promote ride-through via a number of different
standards initiatives which NPCC is tracking through its DER Forum.
Example of Alternative Approach to promote ride-through
Ensuring that DERs are able to respond appropriately for various voltage conditions is critical for system
reliability, as well as avoiding equipment damage and protecting personnel safety. Continuous operation
over a wide band of voltage levels will ensure that DERs do not prematurely trip and further deteriorate
system conditions. Appropriate tripping for voltages related to temporary fault conditions will also help
maintain system reliability.
Quebec Interconnection
Ride through is of primary importance for resources connected to the grid, with the objective of
maintaining system reliability. IEEE-1547 addresses the topic, however, for voltage and frequency, what
is required in the IEEE standard does not match the requirements in Quebec. For example, in under
frequency, HQ’s requirement goes as low as 55.5 Hz (for a short time period) while IEEE-1547 does not
require mandatory operation below 57 Hz.
DER should have voltage related operational capability and protection settings set as prescribed by the
area Electric Power System (EPS) operator and in accordance with IEEE Std. 1547-2018.
This subject area is a matter of facility installation and personnel policy of the asset owner, balancing
both reliability and safety.
In the Quebec interconnection voltage ranges and regulation requirements vary from the Eastern
Interconnection. The requirements of the local authority having jurisdiction should be followed (typically
Hydro Quebec).

Frequency Support

Frequency support is provided through the combined interactions of synchronous inertia and frequency
response. Working in a coordinated way, these characteristics and services arrest the decline in
frequency after a disturbance and eventually return the frequency to the desired level. As increased
levels of DER are introduced to the system, synchronous inertia will be displaced, which may have an
impact on the frequency response performance of the system. With increased penetration of DER it is
becoming desirable for DER to remain connected even outside the prescribed frequency range if there is
no risk to the DER equipment. The ride-through curves are “shall not trip above the curve,” not “must
trip below the curve. Regarding frequency operating characteristics of Inverters:
The operating range for the DER distribution connected resources should be similar to that of BES
connected resources. The operating band for frequency of a DER resource’s operating range should be
at least from 59.3 Hz to 60.5 Hz as required by the latest versions of NPCC’s PRC-006 and NERC PRC-024
UFLS standards. If deemed necessary, the utility may request that the generator operate at frequency
ranges below 59.3 Hz in coordination with the current under frequency load shedding schemes of NPCC
and the local utility system. For excursions outside these limits the protective device should
12

automatically initiate a disconnect sequence from the utility system as detailed in the most current
version of IEEE 1547. Clearing time is defined as the time the range is initially exceeded until the DER
owner’s equipment ceases to energize the PCC and includes detection and intentional time delay. Other
static or dynamic frequency functionalities may be permitted as agreed upon by the utility and DER
owner. There may be a need to establish a mechanism to formally have TO/DP’s provide information as
to which DER facilities are connected to feeders that have UFLS protection systems.
In addition, the 59.3 Hz from the UFLS system performance curve within which system frequency should
remain (e.g. PRC-006-3). This curve may not be the best source for setting frequency characteristics for
generators. There are other standards that have frequency trip curves for generators (e.g. IEEE 1547,
PRC-024-2, NPCC-006-NPCC-1 and NPCC D12). Note that the generator frequency trip curves may have a
continuous operating range that is lower than 59.3Hz (e.g. 59 Hz in NPCC Directory 12 and PRC-006NPCC-1).
Quebec Interconnection
Note that in the Quebec Interconnection the frequency operating range is wider than in the Eastern
Interconnection. In Quebec, the acceptable frequency range is from 59.4 Hz to 60.6 Hz therefore in
Quebec, UFLS systems must operate outside this operating rang in accordance with the Quebec variance
to the PRC-006-NPCC UFLS-1 regional standard table 4.

Reconnection to the Utility System

If the generation facility is disconnected as a result of the operation of a protective device, the DER
owner’s equipment should remain disconnected until the utility’s service voltage and frequency have
recovered to acceptable voltage and frequency limits for an acceptable amount of time as specified in
the most current version of IEEE Std. 1547. Under IEEE Std. 1547 output is to be restored in 0.4 seconds.
Systems greater than 25 kW that do not utilize inverter based interface equipment should not have
automatic recloser capability unless otherwise approved by the utility. If the interconnecting utility
determines that a facility must receive permission to reconnect, then any automatic reclosing functions
must be disabled and verified to be disabled during verification testing.
Utilities in other parts of the Eastern Interconnection who have experienced increased levels of DER
have determined that during system restoration, DER should not be allowed to return to service until
the system has been reestablished and is in a stable operating state. As traditional resources on the BES
are retired and the grid becomes increasingly reliant on grid edge DER on the distribution, Black Start
and System Restoration plans will have to be adjusted accordingly.

Inverters

Direct current generation can only be installed in parallel with the utility’s system using a synchronous
inverter. The design should be capable of disconnecting the synchronous inverter upon a utility system
event. Inverters intended to provide local grid support during system events that result in voltage
and/or frequency excursions as described in this document and should be provided with the required
onboard functionality to allow for the equipment to remain online for the duration of the event.
13

It is recommended that all applicable inverter-based applications should:
•
•
•
•

be certified per the requirements of UL 1741 SA as a grid support utility interactive inverter
have the voltage and frequency trip settings as specified by the interconnecting utility
have the abnormal performance capabilities (ride-through)
provide interactive inverter functions status

In New York State it is recommended that equipment be selected from the Department of Public Service
“Certified Interconnection Equipment list” maintained on the NY Public Service Commission’s website.
Interconnected DG systems utilizing equipment not found in such list should meet all functional
requirements of the current version of IEEE Std. 1547 and be protected by utility grade relays (as
defined in these requirements) using settings approved by the utility and verified in the field. The field
verification test in New York State must demonstrate that the equipment meets the voltage and
frequency requirements detailed in this section.
Synchronization or re-synchronization of an inverter to the utility system should not result in a voltage
deviation that exceeds the local utility or authority having jurisdiction power quality requirements. Only
inverters designed to operate in parallel with the utility system should be utilized for parallel operation.

Certification per UL 1741 SA as grid support utility interactive inverters

Because Inverters certified for IEEE 1547-2003 do not currently provide adequate grid support
functionality, in the interim period while IEEE P1547.1 is not yet revised and published, certification of
all inverter-based applications is needed. For example, in one NPCC Area the following approach was
taken to assure having inverters installed with a standardized set of grid support functionalities to
ensure the reliability of the BES (e.g. maintaining acceptable system frequency and voltage).:
•

•

•
•

Should be compliant with only those parts of Clause 6 (Response to Area EPS abnormal
conditions) of IEEE Std. 1547-2018 (2nd ed.)1 that can be certified per the type test
requirements of UL 1741 SA (September 2016).
May be sufficiently achieved by certifying inverters as grid support utility interactive inverters
per the requirements of UL 1741 SA (September 2016) with either CA Rule 21 or Hawaiian Rule
14H as the Source Requirement Document (SRD). Such inverters are deemed capable of meeting
the requirements of this document.
Applications should have the voltage and frequency trip points and abnormal performance
capabilities consistent with IEEE 1547-2018, PRC-024-2 and PRC-006-NPCC.
Abnormal performance capability (ride-through) requirements for inverter based applications
should have the ride-through capability per abnormal performance category II of IEEE Std. 15472018 (2nd ed.) as quoted in Tables III and IV.

The following additional performance requirements are applied in one NPCC Area and are provided as
an example:
•

In the Permissive Operation region above 0.5 p.u., inverters shall ride-through in Mandatory
Operation mode, and
14

•

In the Permissive Operation region below 0.5 p.u., inverters shall ride-through in Momentary
Cessation mode.
Table I: Inverters’ Voltage Trip Settings
Shall Trip – IEEE Std 1547-2018 (2nd ed.) Category II
Required Settings

Shall Trip
Function

Comparison to IEEE Std 1547-2018 (2nd ed.)
default settings and ranges of allowable settings for
Category II
Within
Clearing
ranges of
Voltage
Time(s)
allowable
settings?

Voltage
(p.u. of nominal voltage)

Clearing
Time(s)

OV2

1.20

0.16

Identical

Identical

Yes

OV1

1.10

2.0

Identical

Identical

Yes

UV1

0.88

2.0

UV2

0.50

1.1

Higher
(default is 0.70 p.u.)
Slightly higher
(default is 0.45 p.u.)

Much shorter
(default is 10 s)
Much longer
(default is 0.16 s)

Yes
Yes

Table II: Inverters’ Frequency Trip Settings
Required Settings

Shall Trip
Function

OF2
OF1
UF1
UF2

Frequency
(Hz)

Clearing
Time(s)

62.0
61.2
58.5
56.5

0.16
300.0
300.0
0.16

Comparison to IEEE Std 1547-2018 (2nd ed.)
default settings and ranges of allowable settings for
Category I, Category II, and Category III
Within ranges
Clearing
Frequency
of allowable
Time(s)
settings?
Identical
Identical
Yes
Identical
Identical
Yes
Identical
Identical
Yes
Identical
Identical
Yes

Table III: Inverters’ Voltage Ride-through Capability and
Operational Requirements
Voltage Range
(p.u.)

Operating Mode/
Response

Minimum Ride-through Time(s)
(design criteria)

V > 1.20
1.175 < V ≤ 1.20
1.15 < V ≤ 1.175
1.10 < V ≤ 1.15
0.88 ≤ V ≤ 1.10

Cease to Energize
Permissive Operation
Permissive Operation
Permissive Operation
Continuous Operation

0.65 ≤ V < 0.88

Mandatory Operation

0.45 ≤ V < 0.65
0.30 ≤ V < 0.45
V < 0.30

Permissive Operation a,b
Permissive Operation b
Cease to Energize

N/A
0.2
0.5
1
infinite
Linear slope of 8.7 s/1 p.u. voltage
starting at 3 s @ 0.65 p.u.:
8.7 s
(𝑉𝑉 − 0.65 p.u.)
𝑇𝑇 = 3 s +
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
1 p. u.
0.32
0.16
N/A
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0.16
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Comparison to IEEE
Std 1547-2018
(2nd ed.)
for Category II
Identical
Identical
Identical
Identical
Identical

N/A

Identical

N/A
N/A
0.16

See footnotes a & b
See footnote b
Identical

Maximum
Response Time(s)
(design criteria)

The following additional operational requirements can be used. Provided as an example:
a.

b.

In the Permissive Operation region above 0.5 p.u., inverters shall ride-through in Mandatory
Operation mode, and
In the Permissive Operation region below 0.5 p.u., inverters shall ride-through in Momentary
Cessation mode with a maximum response time of 0.083 seconds.

Table IV: Inverters’ Frequency Ride-through Capability
Frequency Range
(Hz)
f > 62.0
61.2 < f ≤ 61.8
58.8 ≤ f ≤ 61.2
57.0 ≤ f < 58.8
f < 57.0

Minimum Time(s)
(design criteria)

Operating Mode

No ride-through requirements apply to this range
Mandatory Operation
299
Continuous Operation
Infinite
Mandatory Operation
299
No ride-through requirements apply to this range

Comparison to IEEE
Std 1547-2018
(2nd ed.)
for Category II
Identical
Identical
Identical
Identical
Identical

Table V: Grid Support Utility Interactive Inverter Functions Status
Function

Default Activation State

SPF, Specified Power Factor

OFF2
OFF
Default value: 2% of maximum current output per second
ON

Q(V), Volt-Var Function with Watt or Var Priority
SS, Soft-Start Ramp Rate
FW, Freq-Watt Function OFF

OFF

Minimum Protective Functions

Protective system requirements for distributed generation facilities result from an assessment of many
factors, including but not limited to:
• Type and size of the distributed generation facility
• Voltage level of the interconnection
• Location of the distributed generation facility on the circuit
• Distribution transformer
• Distribution system configuration
• Available fault current
• Load that can remain connected to the distributed generation facility under isolated conditions
• Amount of existing distributed generation on the local distribution system.
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It is not possible to standardize protection requirements according to any single criteria. At a minimum,
the protective function guidance in Table VI below should be considered. Function numbers, as detailed
in the latest version of ANSI C37.2, are listed with each function. All voltage, frequency, and clearing
time set points are should be field adjustable.

Table VI: Grid Support Minimum Protective Functions
Synchronous Generators

Induction Generators

Inverters

Over/Under Voltage (Function
27/59)

Over/Under Voltage (Function
27/59)

Over/Under Voltage (Function
27/59)

Over/Under Frequency
(Function 81O/81U)

Over/Under Frequency
(Function 81O/81U)

Over/Under Frequency
(Function 81O/81U)

Anti-Islanding Protection

Anti-Islanding Protection

Anti-Islanding Protection

Overcurrent (Function
50P/50G/51P/51G)

Overcurrent (Function
50P/50G/51P/51G)

Overcurrent (Function
50P/50G/51P/51G)

For energy storage systems or distributed generation where net export is limited, Reverse Power
(Function 32) should be considered.
The need for additional protective functions will be determined by the utility on a case- by-case basis. If
the utility determines a need for additional functions, it will notify the DER owner of the requirements.
The notice should include a description of the specific aspects of the utility system that necessitate the
addition, and ideally, explicit justification for the necessity of the enhanced capability. The connecting
utility will specify and provide settings for those functions that the utility designates as being required to
satisfy their individual protection practices. Any protective equipment or setting specified by the utility
is not to be changed or modified at any time by the DER owner without consent from the utility.
The DER owner is responsible for ongoing compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal codes
and standardized interconnection requirements as they pertain to the interconnection of the generating
equipment. Protective devices should utilize their own current transformers and potential transformers
and not share electrical equipment associated with utility revenue metering.
A failure of the DER owner’s protective devices, including loss of control power, should open the
automatic disconnect device, thus disconnecting the generation from the utility system. For example, if
the DER protection is powered off the system AC, and there’s a disturbance that drives voltage to go too
low and the control/protection loses power which then trips the DER, then the DER wouldn’t be meeting
the necessary ride-through requirements. A DER owner’s protection equipment should utilize a nonvolatile memory design such that a loss of internal or external control power, including batteries, will
not cause a loss of interconnection protection functions or loss of protection set points.
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All interface protection and control equipment should operate as specified, independent of the calendar
date.
For monitoring and control of new DG projects, the most current version of the Monitoring and Control
Criteria should be employed by the utilities to evaluate the need for such equipment in New York and
considered in the NPCC region if no other local criteria are available. The New York Monitoring and
Control Criteria document was developed and agreed to through a collaborative process as part of the
Interconnection Technical Working Group (ITWG) 16. The communications hardware, protocols, and data
models must comply with local interconnection utility standards.
Also and fundamentally, existing over-current protections in distribution system are typically designed
to clear line and ground faults occurring downstream from their location, as the source feeding the fault
is only the transformer station. Connecting a DER provides another source supplying the fault, and the
fault contribution from the facility might cause protection to operate non-selectively for reverse faults,
out of the protected zone. If the maximum reverse fault current through a non-directional faultinterrupting device exceeds the setting of the device, the fault-interrupting device should be considered
with a directional feature to prevent tripping for reverse fault current flow. For instance, phase
protection could be replaced with an impedance relay (function 21) if required.

Metering

Metering requirements for SCADA purposes are determined by the local connecting utility and based on
the configuration of the DER system prior to energization. Whether SCADA metering can be integrated
with revenue metering is a matter for the local connecting utility and connecting DER facility to decide.
New metering or modifications to existing metering should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and be
consistent with metering requirements specified by the local connecting utility and any overarching
requirements adopted by the local regulatory authority that has jurisdiction (e.g. state commission for
example for revenue metering). Net Energy Metering is permitted should be installed when a DER has
the capability or potential to provide generation back into the utility distribution system, however, the
eligibility of a DER provider to receive net metering will be subject to the rules of the interconnecting
utility and the local regulatory authority that has jurisdiction .
A DER should be capable of providing monitoring of connection status, real power output, reactive
power output, and voltage either at the point of connection or some agreed upon point if multiple DER
facilities are involved. This information should be available to the system operator as required by the
connecting utility. The monitoring equipment should be installed at the time of interconnection and
meet the technical requirements of the connecting utility. The DER metering and monitoring
communications will allow interoperability and the capability to provide system operators with
situational awareness necessary for reliably operation of the interconnecting utility facilities. As more
DER is employed and base load generation is replaced with DER resources, it will be important for the

This document can be found on the Department of Public Service website (www.dps.ny.gov) at the Distributed
Generation/Interconnections tab under Interconnection Technical Working Group Information.
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Distribution Provider (DP) or interconnecting utility to be able to monitor the availability and production
of electricity (power output and energy delivered) from the DER resources.

Power Quality

The requirements for acceptable flicker levels should be in accordance with the latest version of IEEE
Std. 1453 Recommended Practice for the Analysis of Fluctuating Installations on Power Systems. Short
and long-term perception of flicker should be within the planning and compatibility levels delineated in
any applicable requirements or standards.

Power Factor

If the output power factor, as measured at terminals of the generator, is less than 0.9 (leading or
lagging), the method of power factor correction necessitated by the installation of the generator can be
negotiated with the utility as a commercial item. If the average power factor of the DER over time is
proven to be outside the 0.9 (leading or lagging) by the customer and accepted by the utility, that power
factor range may be used for any further utility facility design calculations and requirements.
Induction power generators may be provided with a VAR capacity from the utility system. The
installation of VAR correction equipment by the generator- owner on the DER owner’s side of the PCC is
to be reviewed and approved by the interconnecting utility prior to installation.

Islanding

Systems should be designed and operated so that islanding is not sustained on utility distribution circuits
or on substation bus and transmission systems. The guidance provided in this document is designed and
intended to avoid islanding and is subject to be superseded by local requirements. Special protection
schemes and system modifications may be necessary based on the capacity of the proposed system and
the configuration and existing loading on the subject circuit.
The need for zero sequence voltage and direct transfer trip protection schemes should be evaluated
based on minimum loads on the associated feeder and substation bus, including the impact of fault
conditions resulting from DER installation to protect facilities for an islanded condition.
Transfer trip is needed in some instances (e.g. on DER connections to non-radial transmission or subtransmission circuits) in order to protect the utility systems and DER facility from damage during faults
and/or reclosing operations into faults. The decision as to the applicability of direct transfer trip and
specific technology to be used form direct transfer trip communications rests with the connecting utility.

Underfrequency Load Shedding Programs

Underfrequency Load Shedding (UFLS) is implemented to restore power system frequency stability if
system frequency drops below the UFLS operational set point. Significant deviations in system frequency
typically occur during major disturbances such as a loss of generation or events in excess of design
contingencies used for planning purposes. UFLS is considered the “safety net” for the BES and a last
resort automatic control operation designed to stabilize BES islands for a generation deficiency. Various
fractions of load are shed through this process, typically 25%. UFLS is primarily installed on distribution
feeders, where DER is increasingly being deployed.
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NERC has a set of requirements in the PRC-006 standard and NPCC has more stringent requirements in
NPCC’s Regional Standard, PRC-006-NPCC which outline expected UFLS performance. Approved and
effective versions of these standards may both be found on the NERC website.
SS-38 is the NPCC working group responsible for inter-Area dynamic analysis. The SS-38 Working Group
regularly studies the UFLS performance within the Region and has recently determined, through
sensitivity analysis, that increased levels of DER penetration anticipated in the short term will not result
in any significant degradation in UFLS performance.
Adopting a more flexible approach to UFLS may be necessary as DER penetrations reach higher levels.
There are utilities that are reviewing the feasibility of “Adaptive UFLS” which uses real time monitoring
of distribution feeder loads and their DER to determine how much additional load may need to be
tripped when DER has increased output.

Effective Grounding for DER

With the onset of high penetrations DER, such as photovoltaic (PV) generation, utilities should consider
interconnection of PV plants similarly to how they would interconnect synchronous generators.
Conventional generators are considered to be voltage sources as they provide constant AC voltages
controlled by excitation systems. In contrast, an inverter-based DER plants are considered as current
sources, and the DER terminal voltage is dependent on the feeder to which it is connected.
Solidly grounding a transformer neutral for a DER plant eliminates a possible phase overvoltage
stemming from a single-line-to-ground fault. A potential problem with the solid grounding in the
distribution line is that large fault currents can flow through the transformer neutral, which can
desensitize the overcurrent protection coordination. In order to mitigate this issue, impedance
grounding can limit the fault current and potential equipment damage, while allowing overvoltage to
some limited magnitude. Some utilities protect their distribution from overvoltage by using overvoltage
protection so Effective Grounding isn’t a concern. Further investigation on the how specific installations
are grounded is warranted and being pursued by the Interconnection Technical Working Group (ITWG)
in New York.

Energy Storage Systems for DER

Battery storage technology is undergoing a rapid evolution from Lead Acetate to Absorbent Glass Mat to
Li-Ion due to the expanding application of batteries to transportation and other sectors. Li-Ion batteries
have been and continue to be deployed in a wide range of electric energy-storage applications, ranging
from energy-type batteries of a few kilowatt-hours in residential systems with rooftop photovoltaic
arrays to multi-megawatt containerized batteries for the provision of grid ancillary services. The Energy
Storage Association (ESA) anticipates at least 35 GW of new energy storage will be deployed in the
United States by 2025 and that the amount of energy storage will double from 2018 levels during 2019.
The ESA in conjunction with over 25 vendors and utilities have formed a task force and made a
commitment to optimize safety standards. Care should be used in placement of batteries. Suggested
placements should avoid proximity to other facilities that may be critical to the reliability of the BES.
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System control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and Communications

As DER penetration increases and all DERs above a certain MW level, as determined by the
interconnecting utility or System Operators, should be required to provide SCADA telemetry data to the
control center to monitor their output. IEEE-1547-2018 has a communication port requirement. This
ensures that the output remains visible to the system operator. It allows the system operator to observe
DER status when working on a feeder in emergent or planned situations. Some NPCC Members have
encountered difficulty with getting compliance on this need from the DERs. DER owners should be
encouraged to keep their end of any SCADA equipment functional and reconnect their telemetry devices
when they have been disabled and this can be done through interconnection requirements. The
operator should be alerted by the DER when telemetry is interrupted. Scan rates equivalent to the scan
rates used by the system operator are preferred (typically 6 second).

DER BES Recommendations

As DER continues to penetrate the NPCC Region we suggest the following initial activities:
Process and Risk Management Recommendations
1) Continue with sensitivity analysis at the Transmission level for various levels of penetration of
DER on distribution facilities to determine effects of increased penetration levels of DER on UFLS
performance.
2) Pursue further opportunities to coordinate distribution and transmission requirements for DER
generating resources and promote NPCC Regional consistency where possible.
3) Continue to review NPCC Area authorities having jurisdiction and utility interconnection relative
to DER requirements documents to identify dissimilarities between Areas which may negatively
impact reliability.
4) Identify opportunities to share information regarding DER related reliability risk problems and
problem solving.
5) Continue to solicit and address observable reliability issues of DER initiated BES impact through
the use of NPCC’s DER Impact Reporting Forms and its associated process.
6) Continue to discuss any changes required for System Restoration and Blackstart Plans, as a
result of increased DER.
7) Continue to follow DER related ESA ESS safety issues and associated recommendations and
share the results with NPCC stakeholders.
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Planning Related Recommendations Due to Changing Resource Mix
8) Obtain DER modeling and performance data to enable Long-Term Resource, Long-Term
Transmission and Operational Planning of the BES 17
9) Clearly identify DER in the NPCC Region’s Area DER and particularly PV project queues or
forecasts where DER is being proposed for installation and the magnitudes relative to the
existing resource base and load projections.
10) Address masking of load by DER at the distribution level to ascertain its impact on the
assumptions that underpin UFLS programs
Analytics and simulation recommendations to deal with increase system complexity
11) Support interconnection wide inertia loss study efforts, to determine potential reliability
impacts, as DER increasingly replaces conventional synchronous generation resources.
12) Obtain DER modelling data to be able to model, predict and examine system behavior and
assess the interactions between the new resources and the existing reliability preserving
systems and programs. Examples include:
a. Under Frequency Load Shedding,
b. Under Voltage Load Shedding,
c. Frequency response sharing mechanisms (BAL standards).
d. Analysis of system protection systems (both T and D) so that the parameters to set
protection systems and other control systems are known so as to permit the most
reliability benefits to be garnered from the new resources.

What entities should be responsible for providing DER data to the Planning Coordinator for the purposes of
model building?
17
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Appendix A NPCC DER Impact Reporting Form

Please Complete and email this form to; npccstandard@npcc.org

Distributed Energy Resource (DER), BES Impact Reporting Form
Name

Date

Email

Company

Impact on Bulk
Electric System

Area (NY, NE,
State or Province
etc.)

Equipment Impacted
Equipment

Loca�on
(substa�on
name, etc.)

Impact (Posi�ve reliability impact? Nega�ve
reliability impact-Protec�on System failure,
Misopera�on, load aﬀected or lost?, power
quality issue?, etc)

Dura�on of Impact,
(start and stop �mes,
length of impact,
ongoing? etc.)

Description of Impact on BES- What Happened or was observed?
Please describe below the details of all the impacts of the DER as it pertains to this report, such as load
loss, loss of life, equipment failure or poten�al reliability improvement. A sequence of events showing
the impact is helpful. Atach suppor�ng informa�on to this form if necessary.

Root Cause or additional Analysis
Please describe below the details of any inves�ga�on your company may have already done to iden�fy
causes or contribu�ng factors to the incident. This will help NPCC route the issue properly to address it.
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NPCC Review of Issue and Recommendations (i.e. refer to NERC, develop a Criteria, Guideline,
Already Addressed or Identified, etc.)

NPCC Date of Resolution of Issue ______________
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Appendix B, NPCC AreasComparisons

Key Inverter based specification extracts
ISO-NE Inverter
Requirements
Inverter Certification
Voltage and frequency trip settings
for inverter based applications
Voltage Response
Frequency Response
Abnormal performance capability
(ride-through) requirements for
inverter based applications
Other grid support utility interactive
inverter functions statuses

NG ESB 756
B, C, D

NY SIR 18

IESO F2 Technical
Requirements

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes 19
yes 20
yes

yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

Minimum protection functions
Monitoring and Control
Reconnection to the System
Distribution Protection
Coordination
Inverter Certification
Power Quality

yes

NY SIR is the New York Standardized Interconnection Requirement.
The functionality is required to be present, but the default state is to have this functionality disabled unless
otherwise directed by the area EPS operator
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The functionality is required to be present, but the default state is to have this functionality disabled unless
otherwise directed by the area EPS operator
18
19
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